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Change of CEO at RAUSCH AG KREUZLINGEN 
 
Kreuzlingen, 1 July 2021 
 
On 1 July 2021, Sandra Banholzer will join Swiss cosmetics company RAUSCH AG KREUZLINGEN as 
the new CEO. She will take over the role from Rolf G. Schmid, currently acting CEO.  
 
Sandra Banholzer is highly qualified, and the perfect fit to take over management of the Swiss family company. 
Until now, she has headed the international division of M-Industry, where she was responsible for the interna-
tional brands and private label business. As CEO of RAUSCH, the 44-year-old will now face completely new 
challenges: ‘I’m so excited to bring my experience in the world of cosmetics to RAUSCH, and it’s an honour to 
be able to manage the traditional family company.’ 
 
Banholzer’s most important task will be to continue to build on the company’s position as a global player in the 
natural cosmetics sector, and develop strategically important areas in international sales, specialist retail and e-
commerce. Commenting on her role ahead, the new CEO emphasises how important it is to first get a clear 
picture of the company before setting its course: ‘I will spend the first three months intensively getting to know 
the people and products at RAUSCH. I’m excited to listen, learn and get going.’ 
 
The appointment of Banholzer marks the start of a new chapter for RAUSCH. For the first time in its over 130-
year history, the company will entrust strategic decisions to someone outside the owner family. Tom Baumann, 
the family’s youngest son and member of the Board of Directors, is looking forward to the future collaboration: 
‘Sandra Banholzer impressed us with her entrepreneurial thinking, strength in sales and her personal values. 
We are leaving the management of RAUSCH in her capable hands and are confident that she will lead the 
company safely into the future.’ 
 
Rolf G. Schmid, acting CEO, will be responsible for the induction of the new CEO and will then return to his 
work as a Delegate of the Board of Directors. He took a moment to reflect on his intense nine months: ‘It was a 
great time to be able to work more closely with the whole team. In doing so, we were able to prepare the com-
pany and corporate culture, ready for the appointment of Sandra Banholzer. She will come in to a motivated 
team that is ready and excited to tackle any challenges that may arise going forward.’ 
 
Sandra Banholzer is married and lives with her husband and two children in Zurich. 

 
Do you have any questions? The RAUSCH media team looks forward to hearing from you.  
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Petra Hollenstein 
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RAUSCH AG KREUZLINGEN 
Healthy skin and beautifully nourished hair have been at the heart of our Swiss family business, based in Kreu-
zlingen, since 1890. Behind the natural ingredients in our carefully produced RAUSCH products, there are real 
people. People who perfect the secret power of herbs to release their maximum potency gently and effectively 
for our customers to feel healthy and beautiful. Like our corporate culture, the way we approach the environment 
is based on trust, respect and appreciation.  
 

 


